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Nurses at Central Lampung District has been authorized by their government to open an Independent Nurse Practicum outside of health care facilities with the same method as doctor practices. But the fact is, there was no special regulation which controlled the act of independent practical by nurses. But with the confirmed of Rule from Health Ministry Number 148 At 2010 About Nurse Practicum, the independent nurses practicum has been suggested as a legal option. The problem in this study were: (1) how are the rules regency of Independent Nurse Practices at Central Lampung District (2) what are the limiting factors in the implementation of independent nurse practices licenses at Central Lampung District.

The problems approach in this research was using juridical-empirical problem resolving. The informant were the representative of Indonesian National Nurse Association, the representatives of Central Lampung District Health Officer, the Health Worker Assembly Members, and some citizens of Central Lampung regency. Data collection has done by library research and field study.

Based on the results of research and discussion belongs, it can be concluded by: (1) Independent Nurse Practices at Central Lampung District has no legislation specifically (2) Factors that build the form's has made a basis of illogical policy.

Suggestions for the problems in this research are: (1) Theres was need to delayed the confirmative of Special Regulation that indicated- the Independent Nurse Practicum and The Government of Central Lampung District should be revisited the principle of emergence (2) It's better to optimizing some Health Care Facilities that has already exist.
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